PUD POLE TAG #S: __________________________
ANCHOR ATTACHMENT REQUEST? __________________________
MAKE READY REQUIRED? __________________________

USE FIGURE 3 DETAIL IF A STREET LIGHT EXISTS ON POLE

PUD POLE TAG #S: __________________________
ANCHOR ATTACHMENT REQUEST? __________________________
MAKE READY REQUIRED? __________________________

USE FIGURE 3 DETAIL IF A STREET LIGHT EXISTS ON POLE
MAINTAIN 12" SEPARATION BETWEEN COMM ATTACHMENTS

LICENSEE COMMUNICATION DROPS MAY BE AT SAME ELEVATION, PROVIDED A 12" SEPARATION IS MAINTAINED BETWEEN PUD COMM ATTACHMENT

MAINTAIN 12" SEPARATION BETWEEN COMM ATTACHMENTS

PRIMARY POLE

40" MINIMUM
COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM

MAINTENANCE TO LOWEST POWER OR NEUTRAL LINE
DRIP LOOP
TOP OF RISER

SECONDARY POLE

30" MINIMUM
COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM

SECONDARY POLE ONLY

40" MINIMUM
COMM
COMM

METER POLE

12" MIN

METER LOOP

12" MIN

MADE READY REQUIRED?

ANCHOR ATTACHMENT REQUEST?

PUD POLE TAG #S:

USE FIGURE 3 DETAIL IF A STREET LIGHT EXISTS ON POLE

PUD POLE TAG #S:

MAKE READY REQUIRED?

USE FIGURE 3 DETAIL IF A STREET LIGHT EXISTS ON POLE
MASON COUNTY PUD NO. 3 WORK SHEET

FIBER POLE ONLY, NO POWER

- PUD COMM
- COMM

LICENSEE COMMUNICATION DROPS MAY BE AT SAME ELEVATION, PROVIDED A 12" SEPARATION IS MAINTAINED BETWEEN PUD COMM ATTACHMENT

COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM

TO POLE #:

PUD POLE TAG #S:
MAKE READY REQUIRED?

USE FIGURE(3) DETAIL IF A STREET LIGHT EXISTS ON POLE

STREET LIGHT DETAIL

NEUTRAL SECONDARY
SECONDARY
NESC 12" MINIMUM TO Drip LOOP

BRACKET

NESC 40" MINIMUM NON BONDED BRACKET
NESC 4" MINIMUM BONDED BRACKET

COMM
COMM
MAINTAIN 12" SEPARATION BETWEEN COMM ATTACHMENTS

PUD POLE TAG #S:
ANCHOR ATTACHMENT REQUEST?
MAKE READY REQUIRED?
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